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MEET AND EAT:  Our last meet and eat will be March 29.  Bev will send out the details a few 
days before the dinner. 
DINNER RIDES: We will begin our weekly dinner rides April 5. If you know of a restaurant 
you want to lead to call Bev if you don’t want to lead but know of a restaurant we should go to 
let Bev know, if you don’t want to pick a place but love to lead she would also like to hear from 
you. 
BOWLING: March 26 we are going bowling in Lawrence from 1 - 3. Come check in by 12:45 
so you can get your ball and shoes.  The bowling alley is known for their great hamburgers. 
After bowling many may be going to Biggs BBQ.  Please join us to bowl or just to cheer us on. 
PARK PASS: John English reminded us that if you are over 62 and enjoy / want a national park 
pass get it soon.  It is currently $10 for a lifetime and will be going up to $80. 
T-BONES: We will be going to the T-bones for our dinner ride for August 23.  Tickets are $5 
each.  Money needs to be in by June meeting. Call Bev to get put on the list. 
50/50: Paul (visitor form GWRRA) won $25 
GUEST SPEAKERS: We are looking for guest speakers to come talk about any subject you 
feel is interesting. Next month Dan is talking about GPS.  This month John Speckman 
(Speckman Honey) talked to us about bees.  John got interested in beekeeping in the 1950’s 
when he was 10.  He then paused for a while starting 1964 and started back again 1970’s. He 
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now has about 500 hives which is about 50,000 bees.  The hives are made up of 1 queen bee, 
worker bees and a drone.  The drone’s only job it to mate with the queen - then he dies.  The 
queen bee can lay 2000 eggs daily and only leaves the hive to mate.  Her eggs go from egg to 
adult in 15 days and lives for about 4 years.  There are pollinators and honey makers When a bee 
stings you they will die.  If you are stung scrape the stinger sideways to get it out (will help keep 
the venom from getting inside you).  Bee’s are very fast, they can fly about 20 miles per hour. 
Bee’s are very necessary for pollinating plants (over 85% need the bees). Besides pollinating the 
plants we get many other things from the bees.  Their abdomen has scales (similar to fish) this is 
where “bees wax” comes from. The beeswax has many uses including lubricant for 
woodworking.  Interestingly, the bees actually eat honey in order to produce more honey.  It 
takes 1150 bees to visit millions of flowers to make 16oz. of honey (no wonder it’s so expensive 
:)).  Bee stings have been used as therapy for Lyme disease, Multiple Sclerosis, Arthritis, 
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, and other skin diseases.  Bee pollen had been used to lower 
cholesterol as well as an antiviral and antibacterial.  It has long been speculated if you take a 
teaspoon of local honey daily it will decrease your allergy symptoms.  Speckman honey is  the 
only local honey sold in the area. John does the outside work, Bev is responsible for inside 
details (bottling, labeling, selling). 
 
Thanks for speaking with us tonight, we learned a lot. 
 
Respectfully submitted, Madame Secretary Patti Kelsey 
 
 


